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J&K Govt seeks SC’s nod to seek adjournment
of hearing on pleas challenging Art 35A
 AGENCY

NEW DELHI: The Jammu and
Kashmir government on Monday sought
permission from the Supreme Court to
circulate a letter to parties for adjourning upcoming hearing on pleas challenging the constitutional validity of Article
35A, which provides special rights and
privileges to natives of State, saying
there was no "elected government" in the
State.
The Apex court is scheduled to hear
during the week the petitions challenging the Article 35A.
A bench comprising Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi and Justice Sanjiv
Khanna was told by lawyer Shoeb Alam,
representing the State government, that
he was seeking its nod to circulate the
letter to parties for getting the scheduled hearing deferred.
"On the day of listing, the undersigned
(Alam) shall be requesting for an
adjournment in the matter since
presently there is no elected government
in the State of Jammu and Kashmir
and the State is under President Rule.
"The present matter involves a sensitive issue regarding a challenge to

Article 35A of the Constitution of India.
A short reply has been filed by the State
of Jammu and Kashmir in the lead matter 'We the Citizens' and notices have
not been issued on the other petitions. It
is therefore requested that the matter
may kindly be heard when an elected
government is in place," the State government said in its letter.
Earlier, the apex court had deferred till
January this year the hearing on pleas
after the Centre and the State had said
that local bodies polls there would go on
till December.
The Centre and the Jammu and
Kashmir Government had said the issue
of Article 35A was "very sensitive" and

Farooq calls Dr Jitendra
a ‘Pakistani’

 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU:
National
Conference leader Farooq
Abdullah on Monday called
Minister of State Dr
Jitendra Singh a "Pakistani"
after the latter said that it
was the tendency of
Kashmiri politicians to speak

3 SHOs, 4 IC/PPs
among nine transferred
 STATE TIMES NEWS

SAMBA:
The
Senior
Superintendent of Police
Samba on Monday posted
three SHOs, three In-charge
Police Posts (IC/PPs) among
nine police personnel.
Inspect0r Shiv Dev Singh
has been posted as SHO
Samba, Inspect0r Kuldeep
Raj as SHO Ramgarh,
Inspect0r Manraj Singh as
SHO Purmandal,
Sub
Inspector Vinod Kumar
presently
posted
as
Investigation Officer in Bari
Brahmana Police Station
has been transferred and
posted as In-charge Police
(IC/PP) Post Rajpura, S-I
Tariq Ahmed from
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Winter vacations in
colleges extended
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: In view of extreme
climatic conditions, winter
vacations in all government
degree colleges of Kashmir
division and winter zone colleges of Jammu division are
extended by one week i.e.
upto February 18, 2019.

Temperature (Jammu)
Max: 21.5ºC
Min: 09.5ºC
Humidity
Max : 83
Min : 67
Temperature (Srinagar)
Max: 11.8ºC
Min: -0.4.ºC
Humidity
Max : 81
Min: 45
Sunset : 18:14 Hours
Sunrise : 07:17 Hours

in the language of Pakistan
when they are out of power.
Dr Jitendra Singh had
said, "I have said this many
times before also that since
decades, it has been the tendency of Kashmir-based
politicians that they call
Kashmir an integral part of
India when in power and
raise questions on the identity of Kashmir and begin seeing positives in Pakistan and
their government when out
of power."
"This is not restricted to
only one party, the PDP.
National Conference has
shown the same character.
When Farooq Abdullah was
the CM, he used to
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keeping in mind the law and order
aspect, the hearing be held in January
or March, 2019.
"Let these matters be listed in the second week of January, 2019. All interlocutory applications shall be taken up
along with the main matter," the bench
had then said.
Article 35A, which was incorporated in
the Constitution by a 1954 Presidential
Order, accords special rights and privileges to the citizens of Jammu and
Kashmir and bars people from outside
the state from acquiring any immovable
property in the state.
It denies property rights to a woman
who marries a person from outside the
state. The provision, which leads to such
women from the state forfeiting their
right over property, also applies to their
heirs.
The bench is hearing several petitions
including the one filed by NGO 'We the
Citizens' through lawyer Barun Kumar
Sinha.
On August 6, last year, the apex court
had said a three-judge bench would
decide whether the pleas challenging
Article 35A
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JAMMU: Amid ongoing
protests by people of Kargil
over their demand for rotational divisional headquarters, Governor Satya Pal
Malik has said a committee
of secretaries has been
formed to ensure justice for
the district.
Hundreds of Kargil residents, including women and
children, took out a rally in
the winter capital Jammu on
Monday and raised slogans
in support of their demand
for equal share in the recently created separate division

 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: Pakistani troops
on Monday targeted forward
posts and villages along the
Line of Control (LoC) in
Poonch district of Jammu
and Kashmir, prompting
"strong and effective" retaliation by the Indian Army, officials said.
The exchange of fire
between the two sides continued for nearly seven hours,
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BAJ to suspend
work today
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: J&K High Court
Bar Association, Jammu,
expressed concern over the
issues being faced by the
lawyers and also discussed
dates for holding election of
new team of the office bearers of the Association.
In the meeting held here on
Monday under the chairmanship of B.S Slathia,
Senior Advocate
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Restoration work continues
along Jammu-Srinagar Highway
 STATE TIMES NEWS

BANIHAL/JAMMU: The
restoration work along the
Jammu-Srinagar national
highway continued for the
sixth straight day on Monday
as fresh landslide hampered
the efforts to reopen the only
all-weather road linking
Kashmir with rest of the
country, officials said.
A massive landslide hit the
270-km-long highway at
Maroog on Sunday afternoon
shortly after 150 Srinagarbound stranded vehicles were
allowed to move towards
Banihal from Ramban, they
said.
When the vehicles crossed
Maroog, a huge landslide
occurred, leaving the highway blocked, the officials
said, adding, the agency concerned immediately deployed
men and machines to clear
the debris and efforts to clear
the road are still going on.
A State Disaster Response

Pro-Pak slogans by Kashmiri stranded
passengers trigger massive protests

GGM College students demand action against police for lathicharge
on pro-India protesters
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: Pro-Pakistan and
anti-India sloganeering by a
section of stranded passengers from the Kashmir
Valley, camping here in
Jammu, on Monday created
a piquant situation for the
police and the State
Administration as chaos prevailed in the GGM Science
College area following simultaneous protests by them and
the students of college.
According to reports, proPakistan and anti-India slogans were reportedly raised
by a section of stranded
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GGM Science College students assembled in protest on Monday.

Committee of secretaries formed
to ensure justice for Kargil: Guv
 STATE TIMES NEWS

Pakistan violates ceasefire,
targets forward posts,
villages along LoC

for Ladakh and rotational
divisional headquarters.
"The divisional status for
Ladakh was a long-standing
demand (of the people of the
region). We have formed a
committee of secretaries
which will look into the issue
so that Kargil gets justice,"
the Governor told reporters
on the sidelines of a function
in Katra township of Reasi
district.
In a major decision on
February 8, the Jammu and
Kashmir
administration
sanctioned creation of a separate administrative and rev-

Guv dismisses criticism
of his 'political' remarks
 STATE TIMES NEWS

enue division for Ladakh,
with its headquarters at Leh.
Cutting across party lines,
prominent politicians from
Kargil affiliated with the
National Conference, PDP
and Congress came together
and threatened mass agitation if the Governor administration did not review its
decision to permanently post
the divisional commissioner
and inspector general of
police headquarters in Leh.
On Sunday, thousands of
people also staged a rally in
Kargil and submitted a

JAMMU: Jammu and
Kashmir Governor Satya Pal
Malik has dismissed the criticism by the PDP and the
NC over his "political" statements, saying he was presenting the viewpoint of the
"President's government in
New Delhi".
Last week, Malik rejected
Peoples Democratic Party
(PDP) chief Mehbooba
Mufti's demand for action
against an Army officer
accused of torturing and
threatening a civilian, saying
she didn't need to be taken
seriously and he stood by
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Road restoration work in progress near Ramban.
Force
(SDRF)
vehicle
installed near the site for
lighting purpose was hit by
shooting stones on Sunday
night, forcing suspension of
the clearance operation, they
said.
The vehicle suffered some
damage but no one was
injured in the incident, the
officials said, adding that the
road clearance operation at
the scene besides Panthiyal
and Kella Morh resumed on

NEW DELHI: State-owned
power giant NTPC will regulate power supply to Jammu
and Kashmir (J&K) from
February 18 midnight for not
clearing outstanding dues of
more than Rs 1,600 crore.
On February 5, the company had also issued similar
notices to discoms in
Telangana, Karnataka and
Andhra Pradesh to regulate
power, as the states had as
much as Rs 4,138.39 crore
outstanding dues for over 60
days. But those notices were
later put in abeyance after
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Panel set up to examine
State toll tax in J&K
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: The Jammu and
Kashmir administration on
Monday constituted a committee under the chairmanship of the Director of
Industries and Commerce
Department, Jammu, to
examine the State toll tax, an
order issued by General
Administration Department
(GAD) reads.
The committee, having
three representatives of the
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, was directed to
submit its report by March 1,
the order said.
It added that the committee would examine the level
of toll tax being levied on various products entering the

NTPC to curtail power supply to
J&K from Feb 18 for payment default
 AGENCY

Monday morning.
The highway was closed for
vehicular
traffic
on
Wednesday following heavy
snowfall and incessant rains
which triggered avalanches
and landslides at various
places between QazigundBanihal-Ramban
stretch
including Jawahar Tunnel the gateway to the Kashmir
valley, they notified. The
stranded vehicles would

state, production of those
products within the State,
export of locally produced
products from the State and
modification, if any, as may
be needed in the levy of toll
tax.
Additional commissioner,
State Taxes Department
(Administration
and
Enforcement,
Kashmir),
additional
commissioner,
State Taxes Department
(Administration
and
Enforcement, Jammu) and
representatives
of
the
Directorate of Industries,
Kashmir, would be other
members of the committee,
the order said. "The committee shall submit its
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Govt releases funds under
State Capex Budget
 STATE TIMES NEWS

assurances to make payments.
In a notice issued to J&K,
the company has said that as
much as Rs 1,626.01 crore is
due for over 60 days and
according to the power regulator CERC's guidelines,
generators can serve notice
for regulation of power to
defaulters.
J&K can lose supply of
939.03 megawatts of power
supply from NTPC's plants
including Dadri, Koldam,
Farakka, Auraiya, Rihand
and Unchahar. The

JAMMU:
The
State
Government on Monday
released Rs. 50 lakh for construction of Sarai Building
Sheds and Toilet Blocks at
Jhiri in Block Marh,
Jammu.
"Sanction is hereby accorded to the release of additionality of Rs.50 lakh under
State Capex Budget 201819 after RE in favour of
District
Development
Commissioner, Jammu for
Construction
of
Sarai
Building Sheds and Toilet
Blocks at Jhiri in Block
Marh, District Jammu
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Demand for repeal of Article 35A faces rough weather again
JAMMU: Kashmir
l o b b y- m a i n s t r e a m
and separatists bothappear to have succeeded again in
delaying hearing on
gender discriminatoDOST KHAN
ry Article 35A with
the counsel for Jammu and Kashmir
Government seeking permission from
the Supreme Court, which is scheduled
to hear the case this week, to circulate
a letter to parties for adjourning
upcoming hearing on pleas challenging
its constitutional validity. Earlier, the
Apex court had deferred the hearing
till January this year on pleas of civic
and Panchayat elections in the State.
Article 35A empowers the Jammu
and Kashmir State Legislature to
define the classes of persons who are,
or shall be, permanent residents of the
State of Jammu and Kashmir; or conferring on such permanent residents
any special rights and privileges or
imposing upon other persons any
restrictions as respects-employment
under the State Government; acquisi-
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tion of immovable property in the
State; settlement in the State; or right
to scholarships and such other forms of
aid as the State Government may provide.
This being the constitutional position, it is the State Legislature that
alone is competent to determine the
classes or persons who are permanent
residents of the State. Across the political spectrum this proviso is being
interpreted differently. While the proponents of retaining permanent resident law invoke Maharaja Hari Singh,
those opposing it claim that repealing
Article 35A will lead to national integration. Both schools of thought may
be right in their perceptions but viewing the enactment of permanent residents in its historical perspective, it
was brought to safeguard the interests
of the subjects of the Maharaja, irrespective of caste, creed, colour, region
or religion. At that point of time,
Jammu and Kashmir was a sovereign
State and there were genuine apprehension among its subjects about dominance of non-state subjects, if allowed

to settle down anywhere across the
State.
Now that the times have changed
with Jammu and Kashmir acceding to
Indian domain, the Maharaja's law
needed a review post accession. It was
perhaps done between 1950 and 1954,
which led to presidential order of 1954,
giving birth to Article 35A. Soon after
voices became louder, especially in
Hindu dominated Jammu, about its
irrelevance as far as national integration was concerned. However, there
were other discrepancies in the proviso,
which directly hit women. With the
advent of time and people to people
exchange between Jammu and
Kashmir and rest of the country on a
larger scale, the women of State started feeling the pinch of the law, with
those of them marrying beyond
Lakhanpur losing their residential status and rights over ancestral properties.
Thanks to judicial dispensation, the
anomaly was rectified to some extent in
famous case of Dr Sushila Sahani. In a
remarkable Full Bench decision in this

case in 2002, Justices V. Jhanji and T.
Doabia (with Justice Muzzaffar Jan
dissenting), made it clear that "the
daughter of a permanent resident marrying a non-permanent resident will
not lose the status of permanent resident in Jammu and Kashmir." This
was a clear signal that Jammu and
Kashmir's laws on permanent residence were gender unjust. After initial
hesitation to implement the judgement,
the State Government ultimately withdrew a Special Leave Petition (SLP) in
the Supreme Court on the observations
that necessary amendments in the Act
governing issuance of PRCs would be
carried out. Prior to that, the PRCs of
girls carried the tag, "Valid Till
Marriage".
Now a pertinent question arises about
the children of bona-fide State-subject
women marrying outside the State. Will
they have the same rights as their
mothers enjoy in Jammu and Kashmir?
If no, then it is discriminatory and
unjust on the face of the fact that the
children of non-state subject girls marrying state-subject boys enjoy all the

rights and privileges. This is perhaps
one of the major handicaps that may, in
a course of time, snowball into a big
issue, as more and more girls from
Jammu and Kashmir are marrying outside the State due to their settlement in
various parts of the country and abroad
in pursuit of careers.
For the past some time, voices are
gaining momentum for abrogation of
Article 35A, which is gender discriminatory in nature. The need for this law
to go is being felt in Jammu and
Ladakh regions only with the Kashmir
Valley resisting all these moves. The
Valley sees repeal of Article 35A as
direct attack on the Article 370, which
gives the State special status. But
should the will of the Valley prevail
upon the other two regions all the time?
This is a question that calls for answers
from the Centre and the State government. BJP needs explanation in particular as it had been creating euphoria
over abolishing Article 370 before coming to power with absolute 282-member
majority in Lok Sabha for the first time
in the parliamentary history of India.

